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Kuwait unveils incredible
finds at UAE antique show

SHARJAH: A rare antique discovered in
Kuwait, which dates back to pre-historic
periods, left spectators in awe as an archae-
ology expo chronicling discoveries in the
Gulf state kicked off in the UAE emirate of
Sharjah yesterday. The Sharjah Museum’s

Authority-hosted show, held in collabora-
tion with Kuwait’s National Council for
Culture, Arts and Letters (NCCAL), has a
wide array of antique masterpieces on dis-
play, including hunting equipment and
crockery. Kuwait makes it a point to attend

such gatherings as part of efforts for
“greater cultural exchange” with its Gulf
neighbors, NCCAL’s Assistant Secretary
General Dr Tahani Al-Adwani said. The
Kuwaiti collection comprises of some 80
antique discoveries in the Gulf state over the

years, all of which will remain on display at
Sharjah museum up until April of next year,
she added. The rich history of the region is
dotted with archaeological finds, Sharjah
Museum’s Authority’s secretary general
Manal Atiya said, describing the expo as an

attempt on UAE’s part to preserve human
civilization. The expo, which also includes
seminars and discussions, gives visitors the
opportunity to acquaint themselves with
Kuwait’s profound history through archeo-
logical discoveries. —KUNA

CAIRO: An artist from Kuwait has been showing
his pieces of art in an exhibition in Egypt, paint-
ings that displayed beauty of the Arabic calligra-
phy in new shape. Art has a key role in enlighten-
ing “human soul because it is an intellectual and
healing message, which triggers positive energy,”
Mshebib Al-Otaibi, said. Otaibi, a professor of art
at Kuwait’s Public Authority for Applied Education
and Training (PAAET), said his paintings consisted
of Arabic calligraphy “which has many lovers.”
Otaibi, who called his exhibition “Arabic Font,
taste and spirituality,” included phrases to his
paintings in which he praised Allah Almighty.
Otaibi said ancient Egyptians were using “art
treatment,” a method that could be used now to
trigger positive energy and contribute to solving
many problems related to drugs and family affairs.
“This thing can be used for a better life,” he
added. He said he was looking forward to estab-
lishing a school to teach children the art of writing
Arabic font. Otaibi said he was displaying some 35
paintings with different themes. — KUNA
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